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Dear friends of Wings of the Morning,

Meet Miss. Vencian Kwembe.  I have done count-
less medical ights in my lifetime, but never 
have I been in any position to refuse to y a 
patient until I had to y Miss.  Vencian recently.  
It had been a long day, and I had already been 
waiting 5 hours for the weather to improve so I 
could y to Kamina to pick up the Bishop.

When the passengers nally approached the 
aircraft, I noticed that they were carrying 
a young lady. She had fainted and was wearing 
a mask due to COVID 19 restrictions. This was all 
wrong! She had trouble breathing and was 
wwearing a mask. We had no oxygen onboard, 
and it was in the afternoon, and I needed to 
climb to much higher altitude. (Less air density 
but smoother for passengers.)

NNormally we y patients to the big city for treat-
ment. But when I asked, the younger brother said 
the hospitals had done everything possible, and 
the only option now was for her to go back to her 
parents, and put the outcome in God's hands.  
Her eyes had rolled over, that was enough to 
convince me that the ight condition would only 
make things worse.

I panicked and asked the family to take her back to 
the hospital.  The younger brother fell on his knees 
and begged that if his sister died the family would 
not hold me responsible.  Also, she had a better 
chance of surviving if she went back to Kamina 
where traditional medicine would heal her 
ccondition.  I was very moved, but I also had to pray 
inside asking the Lord for help.

As only God can do, onboard the aircraft and next 
to the patient “happened” to be a doctor carrying 
a na newborn.  The rst thing she did was remove that 
mask, and then she told me she would be glad to 
keep checking the pulse of the patient during the 
ight.  That was already the hand of God at work.  
We arrived safely, and today she has improved 
a lot being next to her loving parents in Kamina.

TThe most practical mode of transportation these 
days in Congo is by motorcycle.  Unfortunately, 
this is also something that has claimed a lot of 
lives due to accidents on the unimproved roads.  
Jeancy Twite was fortunate to have own on Wings 
of the Morning ight from the village of Malemba 
last week.  He is doing ne.

TThank you for all your prayers and support. 
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